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Virgin of Guadalupe Deceiving Millions
Nowhere is Roman Catholicism’s pagan idolatry more visible than in Mexico during mid-December. An estimated 9 million people make the pilgrimage to the Virgin
of Guadalupe shrine in Mexico City to pledge their trust to the Virgin Mary goddess.
But the devil behind the idol is not nice. Part of the tradition of the ritual is to
curry the goddess’s favor by walking on your knees across the huge
plaza before viewing the peasant’s
cloak imprinted with a supposedly
miraculous image of the goddess.
The cloak is behind bullet-proof
glass above the altar of the basilica
housing the image. Four moving
sidewalks run below the image,
allowing visitors only a brief view,
preventing any who would linger.
This is necessary to accommodate
the huge crowds who arrive for this Devotees to the Virgin Mary goddess walk on
feast day on December 12th. It is their knees to worship her idol at Our Lady of
Guadalupe shrine.
See Virgin of Guadalupe... p. 2

Methodists Vote to Obey the Bible
The mainline United Methodist
denomination held an international conference in St. Louis in February to
decide whether to approve homosexual
leadership and same-sex marriage.
For years, LGBT activists inside
the denomination have ignored God’s
mandate on homosexual behavior. One
bishop and hundreds of UM clergy
have come out as LGBT, despite a ban
in place since 1972. For Bible believers, the vote went in the right direction
mainly because members from outside
the US voted to reject the assault by the
homosexual wing.
Methodists in the US were once a
See Methodists Vote... p. 2
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Virgin of Guadalupe...
from p. 1
claimed that this is the day in which an
apparition of Mary appeared to Juan
Diego in 1531, miraculously leaving the
imprint on his cloak.
So, what is wrong with this picture?
First of all, this celebration is not about
Jesus. The attention here is on a substitute
Jesus, a manufactured goddess, an insult
to the gentle lady who was chosen to birth
our Saviour. It is typical of the efforts of
the counterfeit “church” based in Rome
to hijack man’s trust from Christ and the
Bible and point it somewhere else.
This worship of the Virgin Mary goddess is part of a system that includes
prayers to dead saints for favors and the
kissing of bones and artifacts of relics —
none of which is supported by scripture.
Contorted interpretations of the Bible
are used to justify the bondage of over a
billion people who trust the pope to get
them to heaven. In some cases, support
for these unbiblical practices has to come
from the Apocrypha, fairytales added to
Roman Catholic Bibles.
How sad that so many, even some
who claim to be Bible believers, have
fallen for the lie that Catholics just have
a slightly different worship style, but are
really “Christians.” Since Constantine,
the popes have been nothing but enemies
of the Bible and Bible believers. In the
tragic era of the dark ages, Rome’s persecution of the godly was brutal and bloody.
Since then, their cunning attacks have
blunted any attempts to witness the truth
to Rome’s deceived. After all, since they
are already “Christian,” why give them a
gospel tract that might offend them?
Add to that their machinations against
the preserved words of God. Research
with modern methods has revealed a
monstrous plot right under our noses to
destroy faith in what God gave us in His
word. All modern Bibles are tainted with
changed and missing verses that slant the

text to be favorable for Roman doctrine.
Their text is based on faked manuscripts
engineered into place by scholars who
doubted that we can have God’s complete
words.
God has led Chick Publications to
produce tracts and books exposing the
cooperation between the Vatican and the
spirit of anti-Christ that the Apostle John
said was already loose in the world in his
time. (See 1 John 4:3.)
Is it not a sign that our love has grown
cold when we ignore the eternal danger
of the more than one billion people who
believe they must work for their salvation, like those on their knees in Mexico
City? If we are ashamed to tell them the
truth, will not Jesus be ashamed of us at
Judgment day?

Methodists Vote...
from p. 1
vibrant, Bible believing, major denomination. In 1970, they claimed 15 million
members in the US. Now, US membership
has dropped almost by half while UMaffiliated denominations in Africa, Latin
America, and Asia have shown significant
growth. In the convention voting, these
overseas groups succeeded in tamping
down the attack by the US homosexual
activists.
Methodism originated from the openair preaching of John and Charles Wesley during the 19th century. Prior to the
revivals that they initiated, the institutional church was hidebound by layers of
hierarchy and ritual. The Wesleys invited
the people to open-air services where the
music was familiar to the common people
and the preaching spoke to their sin with
solid gospel solutions.
By the 20th century, the Methodists
had begun to lose some of their fervor,
See Methodists Vote... p. 12
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ANSWERS for false religions
Answers to My Catholic Friends
#218 • 64 pages • $5.95
A gentle witness you can give
Catholics that deals with venerating
images, purgatory, where popes go
when they die, and more.

Answers To My Mormon Friends
#126 • 80 pages • $6.95
A gentle witness you can give to
a Mormon. It proves Mormonism
does not come from God.

Answers to My Jehovah’s
Witness Friends
#135 • 128 pages • $8.95
See false teachings from Watchtower leaders, and quotes from the
only source you can really trust...
the Bible. This gently shows JWs the
REAL path to eternal life... Jesus!
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The Theory from Hell
When we search for a reason for the
fierceness (See 2 Tim. 3) of some of the
politics today, we need look no further
than Darwin’s theory of evolution. Since
this new religion has replaced respect for
a Creator, Paul’s list of perilous times
described to Timothy is increasingly real.
“Darwinism has had a devastating
impact on society. Its ramifications reach
into the deepest aspects of social life and
culture,” writes Vance Ferrell in The
Evolution Handbook. Evolution leaves
man without a spirit —just another one
of the animals. Thus, there is no right or
wrong. And if “survival of the fittest” is
the ultimate aim, then there is no room
for the weak and powerless. They must
be eliminated, fiercely if necessary.
So Hitler was just being a good evolutionist when he eliminated the weak
and disabled along with the Jews (and
Christians) who did not buy into his
brand of “fitness.” The same is happening in China today to the Christians who
threaten communism’s atheism.
Since evolution became the religion
of atheistic humanism, all other religions are anathema. They have converted
“freedom of religion” to “freedom from
religion.” If man evolved, all religions,
including Biblical Christianity, are just
myths, created to control the masses.
Attempting to adjust to the galloping
effects of evolution has caused much of
“Christianity” to become unbiblical. The
first chapters of Genesis are consigned to
poetry in many seminaries, replaced by
a hybrid theory including the Big Bang.
But Ferrell points out that if you accept
the beginning to be the explosion of a
tiny, highly compressed dot of matter
and energy which swelled over billions
of years to the existing cosmos, then you
have to ignore the six days of Genesis.
If this part of the Bible is wrong, can we
trust John 3:16?
It is hard to detail all the ways that

“Another devastating quality of
evolutionary theory is the fact that it
is but a variant form of atheism. Its
advocates militantly attack religion in
general and Christianity in particular.
Christianity is declared to be superstition and the Bible a book of myths.
Evolutionary teaching and Christianity are total opposites. They are
entirely incompatible. No one can
believe both teachings or try to combine parts of the two. For anyone to
attempt to do so is but to fool oneself.
Among Christians, there are
church leaders, religion teachers,
science teachers, and scientists who
attempt to combine part of evolutionary theory with biblical beliefs, but
the two positions do not mix. For
example, some will claim to believe
the Bible, yet will maintain that there
were long ages of developing life
forms into human beings before the
six-day creation of Genesis 1.
If such be true, then the fall of man
as given in Genesis 3 is incorrect.
And if man did not fall into sin, then
the promise of Genesis 3:15 is not
needed, Christ is not needed, Calvary
is not needed, no atonement for sin
is needed, salvation from sin is not
needed.”
—Vance Ferrell, The Evolution
Handbook, p.795

evolution’s elimination of God affects
our world. Since “science” has replaced
God as the source of truth, one need only
look at where this has taken us. Science
says that preborn babies are only blobs
of tissue; thus 60 million U.S. murders
by abortion since Roe v Wade. (Some 40
million more are killed worldwide each
year.)
A false science applied to the history
of the Bible denies that God is able to
preserve His words. The result: dozens
See Theory From Hell... p. 14
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How about Facts
		 instead of Theories?
Item #1254
992 pages
Paperback
$5.95

Thousands of scientific facts,
disproving every basic area
of evolutionary theory. Its
great strength is the detailed
index. You can look up just

about any evolution teaching
and find a simple, layman’s
explanation of why it’s wrong!
Great science that will build
faith.

Actual reader’s review:


Everything you need to know in one place!
This is a great book to have as a reference. Just
keep it on your bookshelf and when the time comes
to answer some question, pull it out and look it up.
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Drag Queens Out to “Groom” Your Kids
Any parent not yet
convinced that the
government is out to
get your kids should
review the headlines of
a collection of recent
articles:
“Middle School
Invites Drag Queen to
Speak at Career Day”
“Drag Queen Used
to Teach Honesty to
2nd Graders in New CA Textbook”
“K-12 Schools Bringing in Drag
Queens to Teach Gender Ideology”
“American Division of the Library
Association Promotes Drag Queen
Library Story Hours”
“‘Super Drags’ and ‘Drag Tots!’ cartoons wooing kids”
“Netflix Announces Animated ‘Drag
Queen’ Series ‘Drag queen superheroes
cartoon.’”
You get the picture!
Fortunately, some communities are
fighting back. When drag queen Dylan
Pontiff helped organize a story hour for
children as young as three at the Lafayette
(Louisiana) Public Library last October,
parents packed the next city council meeting. There they heard Dylan admit to
the council that: “This is going to be the
grooming of the next generation. We are
trying to groom the next generation.”
He admitted that he “performs” in
R-rated shows for adults but claimed that
he was able to “filter” his shows for the
youngsters.
Parents were outraged when the city
council refused a resolution to denounce
the library program. Apparently, the council had no jurisdiction over the library
agenda, even if the resolution had passed.
“This is not about tolerance or antibullying,” Leslie Alexander, a member of
the community, told the Lafayette Daily
Advertiser. “It is a direct and intentional

effort to create gender confusion and
doubt among very young children at the
very time they need solid guidance and
understanding. The intent is to plant a
seed to make children more likely to
question their sexuality or gender at a
later age.”

“Recruiting children?
You bet we are.”
Lifesitenews quotes other homosexual
activists who state flatly their agenda:
“Why would we push anti-bullying programs or social studies classes that teach
kids about the historical contributions of
famous queers unless we wanted to deliberately educate children to accept queer
sexuality as normal?” states U.S. activist
Daniel Villarreal in a column for Queerty.
com. “We want educators to teach future
generations of children to accept queer
sexuality. In fact, our very future depends
on it. Recruiting children? You bet we
are,” he added.
Homosexual activist Michael Swift
wrote in 1987 in the Gay Community
News that school children would become
explicit targets for homosexual indoctrination. “We shall seduce them in your
schools…They will be recast in our
image. They will come to crave and adore
us,” he wrote at the time.
Continued on next page
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What’s a parent to do? Satan wants
your child to see sexual deviancy as an
option for life. You can protect their
“innocence” only so long. Sooner or later
they will begin to ask the hard questions.
If they are firmly grounded in God’s
point of view on sex, they will be more
able to resist temptation. Sexual sin must
be viewed as God does all other sin:
Satan’s way of killing you early. Whether
it is drugs, bank robbery, or syphilis,
all are designed to promote early death.
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Children must understand this as early as
possible.
Much of the literature published by
Chick Publications is simple, basic biblical truth. Many adults write us that they
grew up on Chick tracts and comics and it
set their worldview in the right direction.
Please visit www.chick.com and see what
could be useful in this war for your kids.
Or call 909-987-0771 for a free catalog
and sample tract.
42c

CHICK MAIL
BAG

Miracle in Papua New Guinea
A young man (John) recently showed
up at missionary Eric Fair’s headquarters
in Papua New Guinea eager to talk. Fair
relates the story that John told him:
“You came to the jail on March 7, 2018
and sang a few songs with your guitar and
preached to the prisoners. I was in the
jail that day for armed robbery. You were
the guys that gave me the tract after you
preached that day.
“I was under so much conviction after
the message and reading the tract that I
told the Lord I wanted to give my life to
Him. I tried my best to pray to Him and
tell Him that I wanted peace... I asked God
to take my life and use it because I wanted
to follow Him and not Satan anymore.
“I knew I had wasted so many years of
my life living for the devil, but I wanted
God to take the rest of my life and use it.
The police told me I would most likely get
75 years for my crimes.
“I thought to myself, ‘Wow, I will never
come out of this jail alive. I’m 31 years
old now, so I would be 106 by the time
I would be let out!’ The people in my
village told everyone that I would be a
dead man before I would be released.

“I realized that was the point where the
Lord wanted me to be, because I would
have never humbled myself to come to
Him while I had an escape route.
“I had to appear before the courts 3
times. The first 2 times they had the
hearing and said they would make the
final decision at the 3rd court hearing.
Well, I do not know how or why, but they
released me before the 3rd hearing.
“After I gave my life to God, I would
lead all the other 10 prisoners in my cell
in morning prayers and a song service. I
know God has given me this opportunity
to live my life for Him now! I told the
Lord if He ever gave me the chance to
find the guys that came to the jail that day,
then I would let them know what the Lord
has done in my life and thank them too!”
Amongst all the many problems that
we run into here, it’s definitely a huge
encouragement to see some fruit from this
ministry. After giving John a Bible and
over 200 tracts, which is the same Chick
tract that he read that day —This Was
Your Life— we prayed together and made
plans to meet in the near future.
In Christ, Eric Fair

Join the conversation... find us at www.Facebook.com/ChickTracts
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Sexual Revolution Devastating to
Children
“We have an epidemic now of children abusing children,” reports Breakpoint Daily Commentary. At Children’s
Mercy Hospital in Kansas City 1000
children are seen each year who have
been sexually abused. “Almost half of
our perpetrators are minors between the
ages of eleven and fifteen,” reports children’s nurse Heidi Olson.
Little girls between four and eight are
the most common victims. Many of the
children have suffered physical violence
in addition to sexual abuse. A shocking
number of practicing homosexuals were
introduced to sexual activity as a child
by an abusive adult.

Investigation of these crimes led to
one primary source of motivation: pornography. Mercy Hospital nurses report
that the victims are often forced to view
pornographic videos and act out sexual
acts portrayed. Sometimes they are
recorded in these sexual acts.
This leads to another shocking statistic: Minors now commit 25% of all sex
crimes. Our whole cultural landscape is
littered with the little victims of the shift
to sex as recreation instead of procreation. Sixty-one million children have
been aborted in America since Roe v
Wade. World-wide, the number of innocents dismembered or poisoned before
birth exceeds 40 million a year. Millions of men have fathered children only
to abandon them to the care of single
mothers —or worse.
More recently, the children are now
caught in the bewilderment of gender
confusion. Even the local libraries and

kindergartens are not safe with the
appearance of a story hour conducted
by cross-dressers reading books about
two mommies. “Innocent” children’s
cartoons are being invaded by sexually
confused characters.
Parents are fighting a losing battle
if they wish to protect the innocence
of their kids. There is little discussion
today about the “power of suggestion.”
Topics were once avoided in polite conversation that were considered too “suggestive.” Profanities and obscenities,
which often carry sexual overtones were
avoided around children, choosing not to
arouse their curiosity before they could
handle it.
Now, that curiosity is aroused even as
early as kindergarten by classes on “sex
ed” folded into the “health” curriculum.
California has been the leader in incorporating sexual themes into the state
education system. In 2015, California
signed the Healthy Youth Act stipulating
“comprehensive” sex education in all of
the state’s public and charter schools.
“Age appropriate” lessons were to be
used and parents informed about the
content and an offer to write an excuse
for their child. Previous laws had mandated that HIV prevention be part of sex
education classes in the1990s, and in
2003, that lessons be appropriate for use
with all students of all races, genders
and sexual orientations.
Instruction on sexual perversion has
become so pervasive that the only way
to opt out is remove the child from the
school.
This year California is producing a
new “K-12 health curriculum framework
which seeks to radically transform the
way public school students think about
gender and sexuality,” according to the
California Family Council. Details of
See Devastating... p. 12

How Ancient Pagan Religion Was
Wrapped in a New Package . . .

			

Roman Catholicism

The Classic Original Scholarly Work

The Two Babylons
By Alexander Hislop

#185 330 pages • $13.95

The original work by Alexander
Hislop shows the Babylonian
origin of many Catholic
teachings. Heavy, scholarly
reading.

The “Easy-Read” Version

Babylon Religion
By David W. Daniels

#187 224 pages • $11.95

Written like a movie story
board, fully illustrated by Jack
T. Chick, here is how ancient
manipulators in many countries
used the religion of Babylon
to create multiple versions of
the same Babylonian goddess,
then named her “Mary.”
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Missions Fund Report
Kenya
Open Air Campaigners Kenya is so
grateful for the Swahili This Was Your
Life tracts that have arrived safely. “They
are being used in the open air meetings
and school assemblies. Everyone loves
them. In the open air, we have to walk
through the crowd as they watch the
“Jesus” film, and quietly hand them out,
or people get trampled if we give them
out at the end of the preaching. In the
schools, we have to give them to the
teachers to hand out in the class rooms
after preaching, or the same happens.”
***
Missionary Joetta Smith just can’t stop
praising God over the acceptance (and
fruit!) of the Chick tracts in her ministry.
She conducts training with local pastors,
teaching them the importance of obeying
the Great Commission. She says “These
guys have ‘caught fire’ to spread the Gospel. It is so exciting to hear them talking
about how they are distributing all those
tracts and people are begging for more.”
Another pastor has started a new “tent”
church because of the tracts. God is
working! She sums it up like this: “They
are beginning to put some restrictions on
street preaching etc., but these little tracts
can do what no man can stop.”
Japan
Missionary Eli Guiltner uses a lot of
Japanese tracts to reach out in Japan, but
also finds a number of English speakers
there. A Canadian tourist got one and
thanked him, saying it was “just what
he needed.” We have heard other testimonies of people who have found Christ
through a Chick tract when they were in
a foreign country. If the Lord needs to
chase them down around the world, He
will do so!
India
100,000 Chick tracts in Hindi, Tamil,
Malayalam, Bengali, Telugu, Kannada,
Oriya, Marathi and Gujarati languages

are now in place for the teams of People’s
Baptist Ministry to begin their summer,
or pre-monsoon outreach (April - June).
Instead of going home for summer break
(starting the end of March in India) students and faculty of the PBMI school of
ministry serve with evangelistic teams.
They:
• Evangelize, handing out tens of thousands of tracts.
• Hold meetings 6 nights weekly for
10 weeks.
• Hold street meetings (where permitted).
• Preach, sing, and give testimonies.
• Deal one-on-one with people, leading
them to Christ.
• Do follow-up work resulting in Bible
studies, baptisms and establishing new
churches.
Last summer, they led 28,000 Indians

to faith in Jesus Christ! And armed with
the tracts you provided, they are ready to
do it again.
Guyana
Missionary Noel Shrivnauth receives
regular shipments of tracts in English, the
primary language of Guyana. He writes:
“Each week many tracts are being passed
out, and as the saying goes, ‘Chick
tracts get read!’ We see people reading
them intently and many will ask for a
tract when they see others with them.”
Recently, he has begun requesting that
See Missions Fund Report... p. 14

Many Christians want to provide
Chick literature to missionaries.
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We can help!
We maintain an account called:

The Chick Missions Fund
Although we are not legally structured to give tax-deductible receipts, we definitely
know how to get literature into missionaries’ hands. If you would like to help extend the
hands of a missionary with Chick literature, please send your donation to:
Chick Publications, Attn: Mission Fund, PO Box 3500, Ontario, CA 91761
You can also give on our website: www.chick.com/information/mission-fund.

In Catholic Croatia, Missionary Sam Ward finds that Chick tracts
will stop people to talk about simple salvation.

100% of the funds you send to the Chick Missions Fund
is used to ship literature to missionaries.
We receive requests frequently from missionaries who need your help.
Just during recent months, shipments have been provided for:

Ethiopia
Guyana
Guatemala
Israel

Japan
Kenya
Philippines
Rwanda

Malawi
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
South Africa

Hundreds of thousands of tracts are now being printed for additional projects,
with more requests coming in from missionaries every week!

Will you help?
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from p. 2

replaced by Baptists and Pentecostals. of the “sexual revolution:” Sixty milTheir emphasis shifted to social welfare lion abortions, a swamp of pornography,
issues, away from preaching the basic wholesale breakup of the family units,
gospel of salvation. Along the way some demoralized fatherhood, same-sex marrefused to follow the trend and broke off riage with children, drag queens teaching
from the United Methodists to form other kindergarteners —the wholesale destrucgroups, such as the Wesleyan Method- tion of our basically Christian culture.
ists, in order to stay with a more biblical
Some Methodists had hoped for peace
foundation.
after the conference but feel that that
True to form, when the vote went against is unlikely. If they would review their
the homosexual activists, they resorted to history, the Wesley brothers laid a firm
mob rule and stormed into the center of the foundation for the denomination in the
convention creating chaos. Security had to King James Bible. They also produced
prevent other activists from entering the thousands of Gospel tracts to call the comconvention floor to add to the disruption. mon people to repentance. The resulting
Some were even arrested.
revivals are legendary. Revival is the only
Reports on the discussion that fol- hope of the world —not a global governlowed shows how unbiblical the activists ment under the anti-Christ.
are: Jan Lawrence, head of one of the
Chick tracts carry the same message
LGBT pressure groups said, “There’s still that the Wesleys preached —from the
queer people that are born every day into same Bible. If we are going to rescue
churches everywhere…” —implying that America, we must again saturate our
homosexuals are born that way and can’t neighborhoods with the Word, God’s
help themselves. This denies the scriptural preserved words.
truth that it is just another brand of sin for
which there is deliverance through the
finished work of Christ.
Some in the United Methodists were from p. 8
hoping that the conference would end the how gender confusion is introduced by
strife but that is not likely. The history of this “framework” is beyond the scope
the LGBT movement shows that they may of this article, but parents can no longer
be motivated by the same spirit that pos- trust the government schools to protect
sessed the men pounding on Lot’s door. the innocence of your youngsters. What
If they don’t get their way, somebody is is happening in California is likely to
likely to get hurt. For them, tolerance is a come to your school district soon!
one-way street.
It is unlikely that our children can
This whole scenario demonstrates what grow up unscathed by the fallout of the
happens when we ignore God’s beauti- sexual revolution, even with diligent
ful plan for our joy and peace. And if we Christian parents. But we are witnessing
ignore His preserved words, we can neither the devastating effect for any child who
understand nor implement that plan. Many lacks Biblical guidance and protection!
modern Bibles have removed or tweaked
Chick Publications is dedicated to
God’s words to make sodomy something producing wholesome, biblical stories
other than what He calls it —an “abomina- teaching solid biblical truth. They can
tion.” When He uses such a strong word, often be used to promote discussion with
then the consequences must be serious.
your youngsters to help them see the lies
The LGBT scene is only one result that they are being taught.

Devastating...
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Why Can I Trust
the King James?

Item #1446 • 224 pages • paperback • $11.95
“... Each chapter made a big
difference in giving me good
information to use when
speaking with others on the
words of God and how God
has preserved His words.”
Online review

“I would love to have
had this volume 25
years ago when I began
studying this issue.”
Amazon.com review
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Mission Fund Report...

from p. 10

we add Spanish tracts because of the
humanitarian crisis at their border. He
wrote: “Because of the Venezuelan crisis,
many Venezuelans are coming to Guyana
as refugees. We have a ministry to some
of their people who work as fishermen on
fishing trawlers. They are a great bunch
and willingly accept and read the Chick
tracts.”
Philippines
In this country where more than 50%
of the population is under the age of 25,
Missionary Bruce Hunsaker constantly
finds young people on streets and in
parks to introduce them to Jesus. Working with local pastors, he has helped 1.7
million Chick tracts bring hope to this
nation in just the last few years.

Theory From Hell...
of versions of the Bible with none considered completely trustworthy.
Science contradicts the Bible in its
view of the depravity of man. Evil is not
in the heart as stated in Jeremiah 17:9
but is the result of our environment. And
the best way to fix the environment is
by government control. With no God to
provide laws for self-control, socialism
provides a ruling class to keep the masses
in line.
And, without God, man has no other
purpose than to eat, drink and be merry.
Thus, the rise of sex for recreation instead
of procreation. Science gave us convenient birth control. The devil used it to
promote the sexual revolution. Families
were destroyed, and millions of babies
murdered —creating lots of death, to
Satan’s delight.
Ferrell quotes Michael Denton: “It was
because Darwinian theory broke man’s
link with God and sent him adrift in the
cosmos without purpose or end that its
impact was so fundamental. No other

from p. 4
intellectual revolution in modern times
so profoundly affected the way men
viewed themselves and their place in the
universe. (See The Evolution Handbook,
page 801.)
Today, soul winners are about the only
voice speaking out against this octopus of
evil. The Evolution Handbook contains
nearly 1,000 pages of quotes, facts and
insights countering this massive lie. It is
a great tool to train your children against
this pervasive falsehood. A copy should
also be in the library of every pastor and
Bible teacher as a resource in his teaching
against evolution.
Chick Publications also supplies the
tract Big Daddy for use in saturating a
neighborhood or church with the truth.
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Brothers and Sisters in Christ:
There are many different controversies raging in the world today.
But instead of wringing my hands, I thought I would just show you
what Jesus said about a few controversial topics.

God’s design

“But from the beginning of the creation God made them male and
female.” —Mark 10:6

God’s judgment

“But the same day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and
brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them all.” —Luke 17:29

God’s grace

“And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be brought
down to hell: for if the mighty works, which have been done in thee,
had been done in Sodom, it would have remained until this day.”
—Matthew 11:23
“But he turned, and rebuked them, and said, Ye know not what manner
of spirit ye are of. For the Son of man is not come to destroy men’s
lives, but to save them. And they went to another village.”
—Luke 9:55-56
“But go ye and learn what that meaneth, I will have mercy, and not
sacrifice: for I am not come to call the righteous, but sinners to
repentance.” —Matthew 9:13
We “…all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God” (Romans
3:23). And we all got saved the same way, by faith in the shed blood
of the Lord Jesus Christ (Romans 3:25). Let’s give everyone that same
opportunity and hand out gospel tracts to the unsaved while we still can.
Yours for the lost,
In Christ Jesus, and for His service,
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Jack’s Cartoon
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